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WHAT WE CAN OFFER 

Recruit Payroll is a HMRC recognised cloud-
based payroll platform, which offers multiple
services to meet the existing and future
demands of UK and International business. 
 
As a live working system it has consistently been
developed to meet ever changing legislation and
technical requirements.  
 
Recruit Payroll has provided direct services for
multiple clients with multiple payroll models:
examples include PAYE, umbrella PAYE, multiple
company, CIS and payroll bureau.  
 
 The software has been operated by various
payroll and recruitment businesses for over 3
years, has been and currently produces around
12,000 records every week. 
 

SUPPORT

Instant phone and email support available
throughout the course of the week and on-
going 
development, new versions are released on a
regular basis.  
 
It is the perfect payroll software for those who
desire flexibility. PA
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
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Process 1000’s of payroll records in just a few seconds.

Process payroll for multiple companies in a single click.

Bulk update details for companies and employees.

Generate different BAC’s formats to suit a range of banks.

 

Bulk Payroll Processing

Employee can login to their portal to access their payslips.

Employer can send bulk documents to employees.

Send pension communication letters in bulk.

Ability to issue contract of employment from the Employee

login portal if required.

Varied payslip designs to suit clients preferences.

 

White Labelled portal

Automatically calculate Tax, NI, Student Loan Deductions, AEO,

Holiday pay, Statutory pay.

Supports all AEO Deductions.

 

Statutory Automation

Calculate, analyse and process your payrolls from anywhere

with an internet connection.

State-of-the-art backup and recovery system.

Ensure complete security and business continuity, even in

extreme scenarios.

 

Cloud Infrastructure
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Restrict visibility for the user by assigning Roles and

Permission sets.

Keep the payroll data secured.

 

Access Permission

Employee can login to their portal to access their payslips.

Supports NEST, Pension Now, and People’s pension.

Set-up pension schemes instantly.

Automatically assess and enrol employees.

Automatically calculate and send pension contributions to

various pension schemes.

Send pension communication letters in bulk.

 

Auto Enrolment

Send RTI submissions FPS, EPS and EYU in bulk for multiple

companies.

Generate P60’s and P45’s easily.

 

Real-time Reporting to HMRC

Offers a wide range of reports, which help to manage

employees, finances and submissions.

 

Flexible Reporting

Upload specific documentation to each employee profile.

Add call logs to employee profiles to detail any communication.

Send emails and SMS straight from the system, templates can

be customised and sent on either platform.

Assign tasks to a user and track the status of the task

 

HR Management


